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Kids' and family entertainment personality !
Ron Albanese - POLKA DOT! releases new song and video - !
"Jumpin' Jack Attack!”!

!
!

!

• Song is a perfect example of his "Kiddie Rock 'n' Roll!™" music - "high
energy, catchy stuff" anyone can enjoy - "from ages two to ninety-five"!

!
• Ron's daughter, "Super Sofia" is featured on the song and in the video!
!

• The video contains footage shot at Ron Albanese - POLKA DOT! concerts
and features "bunches of boys and girls having a blast," exclusive
performance footage, plus superheroes, a princess, a pirate, and more!

!

• The song is available in a limited edition 7-inch record format, on green
vinyl - a special contest is being held to give away some records!

!

• A special tie-in Web site has been created for the song, containing "all
kinds of cool features," including jumping jack information and tips,
merchandise, and a link to bonus footage about the making of the song.!

!

• Ron (POLKA DOT!) and "Super Sofia" are available for appearances,
concerts, and interviews - a special "Jumpin' Jack Attack!" show
component has also been created for schools and libraries, which
compliments the NJ Summer Reading Program's "Sports/Fitness/Wellness"
theme!

!
!

"Hey, everybody - we're gonna have fun today!"

is
the first line in the new Ron Albanese - POLKA DOT!
song "Jumpin' Jack Attack!" and it's true - and now,
quite possibly every day. School teacher, parent, and
long-running, acclaimed family entertainment
personality Ron Albanese - POLKA DOT! has created
a new "kiddie rock 'n' roll!™" song and video that
everyone in the family can enjoy - even while
exercising.!

!

Known for his lively, interactive performance style this is the same person who wrote the song "A Lotta
Energy!" - the school teacher and parent has now
written a tune that encourages listeners to not only rock out, but work out. According to
Ron, his audience was the inspiration for "Jumpin' Jack Attack!"!

!

"Everyone is always dancing along at the shows," he says, "and a few times, I noticed
some kids doing a jumping jack type of movement. I thought, wow - I want to write a
jumping jack song!"!

!

The entertainer adds that the song's title and meaning are references to the "immediacy
aspect" of the exercise - jumping jacks are not only easy to learn, but almost instantly
beneficial health wise.” Also, they are a ”very much an 'in-the-moment' kind of activity like my shows!” and "they are simply fun - everyone always seems to smile when doing
them."!

!

"Jumpin' Jack Attack!" is being released in multiple versions, and even has an "audio
story," companion, in which listeners pay a visit to Ron and his daughter Sofia in
POLKAVILLE! and hear how the song came together. "Super Sofia" also sings on the
track, and appears in its video.!

!

"I wanted to have everything 'kiddie rock 'n' roll!' in it," is how Ron begins describing the
clip, which he directed and edited himself. !

!

In it, the basic elements of his character are present - "a super-cool, zany blend of rock,
retro, and surf!" Ron and his daughter are seen at the beach, joined on stage by
families, and there is also an additional cast of pop culture characters that has to be
seen to be believed, and counted: a contest is being launched where contestants have
to identify them all, to enter to win one of what Ron calls one of "the coolest things I
have ever done."!

!

The 7-inch record of "Jumpin' Jack Attack!" is what he is referring to, and with it, he has
made (Ron did the artwork, too) something that definitely is both eye-and-ear catching.
The colorful sleeve resembles a "'60s surf record," and the song is pressed on "sea

green" vinyl. Copies are available for purchase online at a special Web site created for
the song, www.jumpinjackattack.com.!

!

Realizing that "Jumpin' Jack Attack!" is "more than a tune - it is its own thing!" Ron has
designed and launched "a hub of all POLKA DOT! jumpin' jack action!" Included on the
site are sections on the writing of the song, trivia related to the video, facts about
jumping jacks (with exercise tips from Ron), and “just lots of fun."!

!

Besides online and on turntables, Ron Albanese - POLKA DOT! can be seen and heard
giving everyone a "Jumpin' Jack Attack!" in person at his numerous solo and band
appearances. The song is a featured part of his shows, which have won accolades for
having "a true variety show nature, with a wide appeal." !

!

"Everyone always has a blast at my shows," Ron says, and predicts, "now, they're also
going to be doing lots of jumping jacks!"!
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